About Our International Good-Will Society for Peace

The Moorish-International Good-Will Society is a not-for-profit group of common Moors that have families, occupations, and want peace, prosperity, and good futures for the children - especially amongst our people because of the apparent and continued colonization of our North-American homeland, and we strive towards value-added peace for all of humanity as a whole.

We volunteer our time, talents, and finances in an unbiased manner to find ways to aid in any way possible to help uplift humanity - starting with self-knowledge and upliftment of our families; our community of unconscious Moors, and the earthly environment that we all share.

We research inequities suffered at home in North America to uncover untruths that keep humanity in darkness and despair. We share what we know by way of community events and free think-tank gatherings where knowledge is gained through research and study of true history; de jure law, scholarly materials, wisdom from our ancestors, and plain good-sense observation to disseminate the truth amongst those who desire to be a part of building a better world.

We take action to inform Moors who hold on to the de-nationalization labels of; black, negro, colored, african-american, afro-american, people-of-color, puerto rican, latino, hispanic, etc., to inform them of their true Nationality of Moorish-American, and that these labels were devised to disconnect us from our ancestry, lineage, and inheritance by birthright that the colonizers have stolen and hidden so that they can continue their occupation of our vast estate.

We are Moors that truly care and are sincere in our journey.

In our own small way with what we know - we engage to be a benefit to the global human family.